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Biomedical grade (>99.97% purity) alumina, zirconia and zirconia-toughened-alumina (ZTA)
have been implanted with carbon ions at a dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 using an ion energy
of 75 keV. The near-surface hardness of these bioceramics was examined using a load
partial-unload indentation technique, both before and after implantation. The surfaces of
the bioceramics have also been examined in cross-section using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) both before and after implantation and the implantation data correlated
with a computer based simulation, TRIM (Transport and Range of Ions in Matter). The
grinding and polishing treatment used prior to the implantation treatment has been found
to have a strong influence on the surface microstructures for all three ceramics, although
more significant modifications are brought about by carbon ion implantation. A
comparison was made between the near-surface hardness of the unimplanted and carbon
ion implanted surfaces of these bioceramics with relation to the modified microstructure.
TEM examination of the implanted surfaces has demonstrated the formation of a
sub-surface amorphous layer in all three materials as well as other microstructural
modifications, such as microcracking and an increase in the near-surface dislocation
density, that are characteristic of ion damage. The hardness data reveals that carbon ion
implantation tends to decrease the surface hardness of alumina and zirconia with
increasing ion dose, with a significant decrease occurring at the immediate near surface for
both materials. C© 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers

1. Introduction
The excellent wear behaviour [1] and high strength
[2] of high purity alumina ceramics has led to their
widespread use in biomedical applications for a num-
ber of years [1, 3]. Such usage is limited by the in-
herent brittle nature of alumina [4] and for this reason
there has been considerable interest in the development
of less brittle materials in which the favourable high
strength and wear properties are not significantly com-
promised. Zirconia, for example, has a higher bending
strength and fracture toughness than alumina [1, 5] and
this led to the development and use of zirconia based ce-
ramics for biomedical applications in the mid-eighties
[6]. However, the degradation of zirconia in which a
tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation is ac-
celerated in aqueous environments [7–10] has severely
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restricted its use in biomedical applications. The lack of
stability of the tetragonal zirconia phase has been found
to be the cause of tribological failures in zirconia-on-
zirconia bearing couples [6]. Such shortcomings ini-
tiated experimentation with alumina/zirconia compos-
ites [6] in order to take advantage of the hardness and
wear properties of alumina as well as the favourable
toughness and fatigue strength of zirconia. Zirconia-
toughened-alumina (ZTA) has exhibited considerable
early promise [11] and now looks set to be one of
the next generation of biomaterials for use in joint
replacements.

There remains scope for improvement in the prop-
erties of the ceramics currently used in biomedical ap-
plications. One technique by which the required im-
provement might be achieved is through the use of ion
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implantation [12]. Ion implantation results in the near-
surface modification of the implanted material through
the introduction of pre-selected ions whilst leaving the
bulk properties unchanged [13], and has been shown,
for example, to have beneficial effects on both the frac-
ture toughness and hardness of ceramics such as alu-
mina [14, 15] and silicon nitrides [16]. Previous re-
search has reported that the microstructural modifica-
tion of alumina by carbon ion implantation improves
tribological performance through the formation of a
graphitic carbon structure at the surface of the alumina
[17]. The aim of the study described here has been to
examine the effects of carbon ion implantation on the
nanohardness of biomedical grade ZTA and to corre-
late any mechanical modification to the near-surface
microstructure of the treated ZTA. The approach taken
has been to characterise ion induced modifications in
the microstructure and hardness of the ceramic through
a comparison of implanted and unimplanted surfaces.
Any synergism between the effects of zirconia and alu-
mina in the ZTA has been assessed through compari-
son of the microstructures of the surfaces of implanted
and unimplanted alumina and zirconia samples. A com-
puter based simulation (TRIM) has been used to provide
a correlation between both the hardness data and the
TEM observations of the near-surface microstructures
with quantitative simulations of the depth distributions
of the implanted carbon ions.

2. Experimental methods
The surfaces of polycrystalline biomedical grade
(>99.97% purity) alpha-alumina, tetragonal-zirconia
and ZTA were prepared using standard biomedical
grinding and polishing methods [18] giving an Ra
(arithmetic average roughness) value of <0.02 µm—
a value that is required for bioceramics used in bear-
ing applications. The ZTA samples consisted of a mix-
ture of alpha-alumina and tetragonal-zirconia with a
ratio of 75:25 (weight%) of alumina to zirconia. Car-
bon ion implantation was performed using a Danfysik
1090-200 high current implanter (Danfysik, Jyllinge,
Denmark), using monocharged carbon ions at an ion
dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 and a beam energy of
75 keV. Samples for TEM were prepared using stan-
dard focused ion beam (FIB) thinning techniques and
examined in a JEOL 2000FX TEM.

The nanohardness of the implanted and unimplanted
samples were measured using a NanoTest nanohard-
ness tester (Micro Materials, Wrexham, UK) equipped
with a Berkovich diamond indenter. The nanohardness
was determined using a method previously described
by Oliver and Pharr [19] from a 20 cycle load-partial-
unload indentation. This method permitted the elastic
and plastic components of indentation to be separated
and the hardness to be calculated at each step as a func-
tion of depth. The loading and unloading rate was 1.46
mN/s and the holding period at each peak load was 10 s.
The target unloading percentage was 10% of the cur-
rent maximum load for that cycle (i.e., 90% unloading
before re-loading). A software simulation based on the
Monte Carlo technique (TRIM [20]) was used to ap-
proximate the distribution and range of the implanted

carbon ions in the implanted materials. The ion depth
and distribution simulations have been correlated with
both the nanohardness and the TEM data.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Alumina: unimplanted surface
All implantation parameters (with the exception of the
ion dose) were kept constant throughout the carbon im-
plantation of the biomedical grade alumina. Results
obtained from 20 cycle load-partial-unload displace-
ment plots of indentations made on the unimplanted
and carbon implanted alumina at various ion doses are
shown in Fig. 1c. From Fig. 1c the nanohardness of
the unimplanted alumina can be observed to decrease
with increasing depths beneath the surface. This change
in hardness can be explained by the presence of resid-
ual stresses [21, 22] originating from microstructural
damage within the near-surface region of the ceramic,
due to the grinding and polishing processes used to
prepare this sample [23]. Residual stresses generated
by such preparation processes are generally compres-
sive in nature [24] and as such, can influence the hard-
ness of the near-surface layer, resulting in an apparent
increase in the surface hardness compared to that of
an unstressed material. Previous work in this field has
reported that by annealing the polished alumina, any
residual stresses present at the near-surface may be re-
moved, or at least, their influence on the near-surface
hardness reduced [25–27]. However, although the au-
thors of this paper have recognised that annealing the
alumina prior to implantation would reduce this type
of mechanically-induced damage, it was decided not to
anneal so that the results described here remain relevant
to surfaces prepared for biomedical applications.

In order to understand the influence of carbon ion im-
plantation on the mechanical properties of alumina, the
ion-induced microstructural damage was investigated
through the TEM examination of the surface region
of high dose (5 × 1017 C ions/cm2) carbon implanted
alumina and comparisons made with unimplanted alu-
mina. A typical region of the unimplanted surface of
the alumina is shown in Fig. 1a, which is a low mag-
nification bright field image. The upper surface of the
alumina has been capped by the high atomic number
layer marked at A so as to protect the surface during
the TEM specimen preparation thinning process. The
bulk of the underlying ceramic can be seen to consist of
equiaxed grains which vary in diameter from some 1.2
to 3 µm. Both intra and inter-granular pores are seen to
be present (marked at B, C and D) but there is no evi-
dence to indicate that the prior grinding treatment used
on the alumina has promoted their formation. Instead,
the formation of these pores occurred during the initial
processing and sintering of the alumina powder to form
the polycrystalline discs investigated here.

The upper regions of the alumina were examined in
detail and the area marked at E in Fig. 1a is shown at a
higher magnification in dark field in Fig. 1b. This mi-
crograph was taken with the bulk of the alumina grain
in a weakly diffracting condition and it was found that
there is a clear tendency for such near-surface regions of
the unimplanted material to be heavily strained (as at K
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Figure 1 (a) Bright field and (b) higher magnification dark field micrographs showing the microstructures of a near-surface region of the unimplanted
alumina whilst (c) displays variations in nanohardness with depth for unimplanted alumina and alumina surfaces implanted at doses of 0.5, 1, 2.5
and 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 and (d) is a schematic representation of the three primary microstructural regimes that can occur from ion implantation
into crystalline materials [30].
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in Fig. 1b). Further evidence that surface deformation
has taken place is provided by the presence of dislo-
cations (as at L) within the near-surface grain, Fig. 1a
indicating that such dislocations can extend to a depth
of some 1.35 µm beneath the very upper surface of the
ceramic. The upper surface region was of further in-
terest for the way in which it was found to consist of
an irregular band (varying in thickness from approx-
imately 300 to 680 nm) of heavily dislocated grains,
as can be seen at the regions marked at F, G, H and I
in Fig. 1a. The high dislocation content of the region
described has been formed during the grinding and pol-
ishing treatment that was used prior to implantation of
the ceramic and this has been further verified through
the examination of an alumina surface that had been
given a post-grinding anneal at 1350◦C for seven hours
[28].

3.2. Alumina: implanted surface
From Fig. 1c, it can be observed that for any given
carbon ion dose, the near-surface hardness of alumina
falls with decreasing penetration depth. Such a fall in
the near-surface hardness appears to be promoted with
increasing ion doses. The result of this load-partial-
unload indentation reveals a dose dependant relation-
ship for the carbon implanted alumina samples. From
Fig. 1c, the near-surface hardness can be seen to de-
crease with increasing carbon ion dose (for depths less
than 200 nm), particularly for the higher doses used
in this work (≥2.5 × 1017 C ions/cm2). Previous stud-
ies in this area have reported that high dose implanta-
tion of carbon into alumina promotes the formation of
an amorphous layer [29, 30]. The formation of such
a layer would explain the decrease in nanohardness
with increasing ion dose due to the amorphous layer
being softer than crystalline alumina [25, 27, 31–33].
This finding is further supported by the findings of Bull
and Page [34], who reported the hardness of this amor-
phous layer to be approximately 60% of that of the
unimplanted material—a result that was observed in
this study for doses ≥2.5 × 1017 C ions/cm2.

Fig. 1d is a schematic representation showing the
influence of ion implantation on the microstructure of
crystalline materials. In region one, low dose implan-
tation can be seen to result in the formation of a dam-
aged crystalline surface structure, similar to that created
by grinding and polishing of the alumina surface. Re-
gion two shows the initial formation of a subsurface
amorphous layer which increases in thickness until at
a specific ion dose (dependent on a number of factors
such as ion energy, composition of target material, ion
type, etc.), the amorphous layer reaches the surface.
This totally amorphous surface layer can be seen at re-
gion three in Fig. 1d. Therefore, from this diagram it
can be observed that the carbon ion doses used in this
study were sufficient to form an amorphous layer—
the thickness of this layer being dependent on the ion
dose used. Thus, it is the presence of this layer which
results in the overall decrease in the nanohardness of
the carbon implanted alumina. This statement is fur-
ther backed by a study carried out by Burnett and Page

[30] on the influence of carbon implantation on the
near-surface hardness of sapphire. These authors re-
ported that a maximum surface hardness occurred in
the implanted sapphire at an ion dose of approximately
5 × 1015 C ions/cm2, after which, the surface hardness
decreased for increasing ion doses. Their explanation
for the initial increase for doses ≤5 × 1015 C ions/cm2

was that low dose carbon implantation created a vol-
ume expansion in the implanted layer [35]. This volume
expansion was due to both (a) the production of point
defects (such as vacancy/interstitial pairs) in the crys-
tal structure as a result of the displacement of atoms
of the sapphire from their lattice positions, and (b) the
presence of the implanted atoms at the near-surface,
i.e., ‘ion-stuffing’ of the surface layer [30]. Since this
modified layer is constrained by the underlying undam-
aged bulk material, large compressive stresses can be
generated, resulting in an apparent increase in the near-
surface hardness due to the resistance of the compressed
layer to deformation by an indenter [27]. However, once
the amorphous layer begins to form with increasing
ion dose, the influence of these compressive stresses is
gradually reduced by the presence of the softer amor-
phous layer [30, 34]. The mechanism by which par-
tial stress relief occurs may be attributed to the softer
amorphous layer expanding vertically in response to the
biaxial lateral compressive stresses within it [35]. Bur-
nett and Page suggested that this stress-relief (due to the
formation of an amorphous layer) might indicate that
the amorphous layer has a lower load-bearing capabil-
ity compared to the crystalline material [30]. Hence, as
the amorphous layer becomes thicker with increasing
ion dose, it has an increased influence on decreasing
the near-surface hardness of the implanted alumina, as
can be seen in Fig. 1c.

Fig. 2a is a bright field micrograph which was taken
from a typical region of the carbon implanted surface.
The ion implantation of the alumina has led to a
number of significant microstructural changes by com-
parison with the image shown earlier in Fig. 1a for the
unimplanted surface. The upper surface of the ceramic
has again been capped with a protective high atomic
number layer (at M). As with the unimplanted alumina,
the bulk of the ceramic was found to consist of reason-
ably coarse equiaxed grains that contain a number of
inter and intra-granular pores, as typified by the defect
marked at N in Fig. 2a. The region marked at O in
Fig. 2a is shown in dark field in Fig. 2b, and from here
two distinct regions can be identified. The upper region
of the grain (as at U) contains a dense agglomerate of
dislocations whilst the lower region (V) was found to
have a dislocation microstructure that was consistent
with a lower carbon ion dosage. Although the defects
marked at V extended no more than approximately
1 µm beneath the surface of the ceramic, the density of
such defects is clearly higher than in the unimplanted
sample. The relationship between these two zones of
different dislocation content is underlined by the fact
that the highly defective band (at U) extended to a depth
of some 575 nm beneath the upper surface of the sam-
ple, and from here, the defects at V were initiated. This
observation contrasts with the unimplanted sample in
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Figure 2 (a) Bright field micrograph of a near-surface region of alumina
implanted with carbon ions at a dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2, whilst the
region marked at O is shown in (b) as a dark field micrograph.

which the upper surface of high dislocation content
was found to be rather variable (300–600 nm). Further
evidence for the observations described comes Fig. 2a,
where the upper band of high defect alumina is marked
at Q and the defects that have been formed in the

underlying grain can be seen particularly well at O, R, S
and T.

The upper surface region of the ceramic was exam-
ined in further detail and the region marked at P in
Fig. 2a is shown at higher magnification in Fig. 2c,
which demonstrates the formation of a number of dis-
tinct regions. The surface of the ceramic contains both
an amorphous band (as at W), which typically extends
to a depth of some 75 nm, and an inhomogeneous distri-
bution of fine, equiaxed crystallites (approximately 50
nm in diameter). Immediately beneath this upper band,
a zone of amorphous material is found and this part
of the structure extends to a depth of 225 nm beneath
the upper surface of the alumina (between the points
marked at X and Y in Fig. 2c). The contrast observed
in the zones marked at X and Y in Fig. 2c, which was
not seen in the more central parts of the amorphous zone
(such as at Z), originates from elongated voids running
parallel to the implanted surface. Closer examination of
this region indicates that the two sub-bands consist of
an amalgam of amorphous material and fine equiaxed
grains. The critical point, however, is that the formation
of this depth dependent layer is related to the lattice
damage created by the implanted carbon ions. Such an
amorphous zone is expected to form when the damage
level in the collisions between the implanted ions and
substrate atoms exceeds some threshold value [36].

Comparisons were made between the TEM observa-
tions, nanohardness data and TRIM simulations of the
simulated distribution of implanted carbon ions in the
alumina. Fig. 3a shows a TRIM simulation and indi-
cates that the maximum concentration of carbon lies
at a depth of some 140 nm beneath the surface of the
alumina with a skewed Gaussian distribution in the ion
concentration versus depth. It can be seen that implanta-
tion did not occur at depths greater than approximately
225 nm and that there is a distinct fall in the carbon
ion concentration towards the surface of the alumina.
Comparison of the TEM images with the TRIM data
showed that the position of the maximum concentra-
tion of the implanted carbon ions lies at the centre of
the amorphous zone described in Fig. 2c (at point Z). In
addition, it can be seen that the half-height peak-width
positions are very close to the boundaries marked at X
and Y in Fig. 2c, above and below which the amorphous
layer was found to be intermixed with very fine grains
of alumina. The surface region in the simulated carbon
ion distribution appears to correspond to the zone con-
taining the alumina grains within the band marked at
W in Fig. 2c.

By comparing these simulations with the nanohard-
ness data, it can be observed that the depths at which the
near-surface hardness was modified due to implantation
corresponds to those depths at which TRIM predicted
for the implanted carbon distribution, i.e. the nanohard-
ness was found to be modified for depths up to approxi-
mately 300 nm. The close correlation between the sim-
ulated carbon ion distribution and the position of the
amorphous zone is crucial in verifying the application
of such simulations and thus how TRIM can be used
to further the understanding of implantation-induced
microstructural artefacts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3 (a) TRIM simulated distribution of implanted carbon ions for a dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2, as a function of depth beneath the alumina
surface, whilst (b) displays the variations in nanohardness with depth for carbon implanted and unimplanted zirconia surfaces implanted at doses of
1, 2.5 and 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2.

3.3. Zirconia: unimplanted surface
Fig. 3b displays the change in nanohardness with depth
for the unimplanted and carbon implanted zirconia sam-
ples. As for the unimplanted alumina (previously dis-
cussed), the nanohardness of the unimplanted zirconia
was found to decrease with increasing depth beneath
the surface. The increase in hardness at the near-surface
can be attributed to microstructural damage to the zir-
conia surface from the grinding and polishing steps per-
formed to prepare these samples [37, 38], see Fig. 4c
where the presence of surface grinding induced defor-
mation twins (as at F) can be detected.

A typical region of the zirconia that was thinned to
electron transparency is shown at relatively low mag-
nification in Fig. 4a. Here we are seeing a bulk region
lying well beneath the polished surface. An equiaxed
grain microstructure has been formed and it is immedi-
ately apparent that there is a significant degree of vari-
ability in the grain size of the oxide (0.2 to 0.7 µm).
It is of further interest to note the presence of the fine
pore that has been formed in the region intersecting the
grain boundaries marked at A in Fig. 4a although it is
emphasised that the volume fraction of such defects in
this material was low. The equiaxed form of the oxide
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Figure 4 (a) Bright field micrograph of the bulk zirconia and (b) the
unimplanted zirconia surface whilst (c) is a high magnification dark field
micrograph showing the polishing-induced damage to the near-surface
of the unimplanted zirconia.

grains is further underlined by the appearance of the
selected area diffraction pattern (SAD), the ring spac-
ings confirming the presence of the tetragonal nature
of the zirconia (insert in Fig. 4b). It was also observed
that some of the image contrast originates from FIB
thinning damage that has occurred during the sample

preparation (C in Fig. 4c), whilst in other areas a num-
ber of defects can be seen which can be directly related
to the grinding and polishing procedures, such as the
fine irregularities marked at D and E in Fig. 4c. In this
respect, the dislocation content of the oxide appears to
be significantly higher than was seen in the bulk regions
of the previously examined unimplanted alumina.

The polished surface of the unimplanted zirconia was
similarly investigated and a typical region is shown in
Fig. 4b. The surface of the sample has been marked at
B and it is interesting to note that the prior grinding
and polishing treatment has resulted in a number of mi-
crostructural changes. A high magnification dark field
image of the oxide surface is shown in Fig. 4c and from
here, the presence of surface grinding induced deforma-
tion twins (as at F) can be observed. The formation of
such twins—which extend to depths of 100 to 250 nm
beneath the surface of the oxide—is paralleled by the
high dislocation content of the surface zirconia grains
(as at E), but there was no evidence for the formation
of the monoclinic phase.

3.4. Zirconia: implanted surface
Carbon implantation using an ion dose of 1 ×
1017 C ions/cm2 resulted in an overall increase in the
near-surface hardness of treated zirconia, see Fig. 3b.
Further implantation at a dose of 2.5×1017 C ions/cm2

caused the near-surface hardness to increase further,
whilst implantation using 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 resulted
in an overall decrease in the nanohardness of the im-
planted zirconia. This initial increase can be explained
by the accumulation of residual stresses at the surface
by the formation of point defects and a highly dislo-
cated near-surface microstructure [38]. Further implan-
tation using a dose of 2.5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 caused
the near-surface hardness to increase further by in-
creasing the defect concentration at the near-surface.
However, once a dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 was
used, the near-surface hardness decreased because of
the surface-softening effect that the formation of an
amorphous layer produces [39]. Previous implantation
studies have demonstrated that zirconia is one of the
most radiation-induced-damage resistant ceramics [40,
41]. Sasajima et al. [41] have classified zirconia as
an oxide that is among the most resistant ceramics
to irradiation-induced amorphisation based on its high
bonding ionicity. It is this inherent property that im-
parts high mobility to its constituents and promotes de-
fect recombination and precipitation which limits the
build-up of defects or impurity concentrations required
for total amorphisation [42]. Thus, implantation of zir-
conia using an ion dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 pro-
duced a partially-amorphous surface layer with rem-
nants of the original crystalline structure, as can be
seen from the residual grain boundary at M in Fig. 5b. In
addition, the nanohardness of the 2.5×1017 C ions/cm2

implanted sample can be observed to increase consid-
erably for depths ≥300 nm, see Fig. 3b. A similar trend
can be detected for the 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 implanted
zirconia sample at depths ≥550 nm. A similar phe-
nomena has been reported by Boudoukha et al. [38]
where they reported that “a dispersion of experimental
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Figure 5 Bright field micrographs, (a) and (b) showing modification of
the near-surface zirconia grains after carbon implantation (5 × 1017 C
ions/cm2).

values occurs, that can be related to the presence of
grain boundaries. . . ”. This statement is further sup-
ported by the grain size distribution of this zirconia be-
ing 0.39 ± 0.15 µm [43]. Therefore, it is quite reason-
able to assume that a grain boundary was encountered at
a depth of approximately 300 nm with the 2.5×1017 C
ions/cm2 implanted sample and approximately 550 nm
for the 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 implanted sample, thus re-
sulting in the observed increase in the nanohardness of
these samples at the depths specified.

A typical region of the carbon implanted zirconia is
shown at a relatively low magnification in Fig. 5a and
it is immediately apparent that the surface treatment
has led to a significant change in the near surface mi-
crostructure of the oxide. A higher magnification bright
field image is shown in Fig. 5b, and this makes an
interesting comparison with the previously examined
carbon implanted alumina surface. Here the equiaxed
grain microstructure of the zirconia has been retained
in the upper regions of the sample with the formation
of a number of porous bands within the surface mod-
ified layer. Such bands can be seen at positions such
as those marked at G, H and I, the widths of the bands
being at their highest towards approximately the centre

of the modified layer. Finer bands of pores are visi-
ble at the position marked at J, which lies at a depth
of approximately 245 nm from the surface of the sam-
ple. The upper parts of the layer were found to contain
a distribution of spherically shaped voids (as at K in
Fig. 5b) although the volume fraction of such defects
tended to fall at the very upper surface of the sample.
The generally crystalline nature of the upper parts of
the implanted zone is further underlined by the form of
the inset dark field image shown in Fig. 5b, in which a
vertical grain boundary can be observed to pass through
the modified zone (as at M). This dark field image also
demonstrates that the formation of the porous zones has
led to the partial microstructural disruption of the oxide
grains and that there is a tendency for small localised
misorientations to have been formed. The latter aspect
of the characterisation is again typified by the inset dark
field in Fig. 5b, in which an example of a locally mis-
oriented grain has been marked at N. There is a further
tendency for the very upper surface of the implanted
surface to consist of a fine band (20 nm in thickness)
of material in which the grain misorientation is even
higher: this type of band has been marked at O. Fig. 5b
is of further interest with regard to the microstructure of
the zirconia situated immediately beneath the modified
band, which was found to be decorated with a number
of twins (as at L). These twins were found to extend to
a depth of some 500 nm beneath the surface of the sam-
ple and in this way appear to be rather more developed
as a result of the carbon implantation than those formed
during the prior grinding and polishing treatment.

A TRIM simulated distribution of implanted carbon
ions in zirconia for an ion dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2

and a beam energy of 75 keV is shown in Fig. 6. The
TRIM simulation indicates that the maximum concen-
tration of the implanted ions occurred at a depth of
approximately 130 nm beneath the surface of the zirco-
nia. The implanted ion distribution was found to have a

Figure 6 Simulated distribution of the implanted carbon ions for a dose
of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2, as a function of depth beneath the zirconia
surface.
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near-Gaussian distribution and to be generally similar to
that seen for the implanted alumina. Implantation does
not occur at depths greater than approximately 220 nm
and there is a decrease in the number of carbon ions to-
wards the surface of the zirconia. As for the implanted
alumina, it was found that the position of the maximum
concentration of the implanted carbon ions in zirco-
nia lies at the centre of the amorphous zone described
in Fig. 5b (at point H). In addition, the region within
the half-height peak-width of the TRIM plot contains
the porous bands such as those labelled at G, H and
I. The TRIM simulations were found to correspond to
the nanohardness data obtained for these samples, i.e.,
with the exception of the increase in the hardness of the
2.5×1017 C ions/cm2 sample due to the probable pres-
ence of a grain boundary, the most significant changes
in the near-surface hardness of the implanted zirconia
were at depths ≤250 nm. There would thus appear to be
a close correlation between the TRIM simulated carbon
ion distribution, the TEM observations of the implanted
surface and the nanohardness data.

3.5. Zirconia toughened alumina:
unimplanted surface

Nanohardness testing of the ZTA samples used in this
study was not possible due to the inability to visibly
distinguish (and therefore position the nanohardness
indenter) between zirconia and alumina grains. How-
ever, previous studies [43] involving microhardness
testing of the ZTA used in this study reported a hard-
ness of 21.4 GPa for alumina, 13.4 GPa for zirconia and
21.5 GPa for ZTA, respectively. Such results indicate
that ZTA appears to retain the hardness of its main con-
stituent ceramic, i.e. alumina. Therefore, it is reason-
able to assume that the nanohardness of the implanted
alumina and zirconia grains in the ZTA would be sim-
ilar to that of the nanohardness for ‘pure’ alumina and
zirconia both before and after implantation at various
carbon ion doses.

Part of the ZTA sample that was thinned to electron
transparency is shown in Fig. 7a which is a relatively
low magnification bright field image. Much of the sam-
ple is made up of alumina grains, with a uniform dis-
tribution of zirconia being present in a lower volume
fraction, as indicated by the grains marked at A and B.
The zirconia grain at C intersects the polished surface of
the sample and such grains are thus of particular inter-
est. The alumina grains, by comparison, were found to
be generally of a smaller diameter than the 1.2 to 3 µm
grains seen in the ‘pure’ alumina sample and were also
found to be of a lower dislocation content. The zirconia
grains are similarly faceted and although much of the
image contrast originates from unavoidable FIB dam-
age incurred during the TEM sample preparation, the
grains are of a higher defect content than the alumina.
The sample was found to contain a small number of
pores and an atypical locally high density can be ob-
served in Fig. 7a at D, and although these are lying in
close proximity to the surface of the sample it remains
unlikely that their formation has been initiated by the
prior mechanical treatment given to the surface of the
ZTA. As for the ‘pure’ alumina samples, the formation

Figure 7 (a) Bright field micrograph of the unimplanted ZTA surface,
whilst (b) and (c) are dark and bright field micrographs displaying the
dislocation content of the near-surface produced by sample preparation.

of such pores is more likely to have taken place during
the initial processing and sintering of the ZTA pow-
der. A grain boundary pore can similarly be seen at E
and this time it lies at the intersection of alumina and
zirconia grains.
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The surface regions of the ZTA were examined in de-
tail and it should be noted that the dislocation content of
the near-surface alumina is significantly higher than in
those grains situated further from it. Evidence for this
observation comes from the dislocations observed in
the dark field image shown in Fig. 7b at H and the grain
microstructure appears to be consistent with that de-
scribed earlier for the polished surface of the alumina.
In this way a high density of dislocations can be seen to
extend down to a depth of some 300–600 nm from the
surface (surface is at G). Fig. 7a is of further interest for
the localised nature of some of the changes that have
occurred at the very upper surface of the alumina dur-
ing the prior grinding and polishing treatment with the
formation of the highly porous band marked at F and
G. The depth of this porous zone clearly exhibits sig-
nificant variations across the surface, particularly at the
surface grain boundaries (as at F). Further evidence for
these observations comes from the bright field micro-
graph shown in Fig. 7c in which the high defect content
of the surface can be clearly seen, as at I. A large crack
has formed between two alumina grains (at J) and it is
again noted that the grain immediately beneath this de-
fect contains a characteristic array of dislocations that

Figure 8 Bright field, (a) and (c) and dark field micrographs (b) and (d) of the carbon implanted ZTA surface displaying the amorphisation and
cracking of the near-surface after implantation.

extends down to a depth of some 600 nm from the sur-
face. This region contains a zirconia grain marked at
K and it is significant that the very upper regions of
this part of the structure were found not to contain any
localised cracks or pores. There was no evidence, how-
ever, to indicate that the formation of the crack at J was
initiated by a tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation
of the tetragonal zirconia grain marked at K.

3.6. Zirconia toughened alumina:
implanted surface

Fig. 8a is a bright field micrograph taken from a typi-
cal region of the ion implanted ZTA surface. Carbon
implantation has led to a number of significant mi-
crostructural changes in the ZTA when comparisons
are made with the unimplanted surface shown earlier
in Fig. 7a. The microstructural changes that have oc-
curred within the alumina lying at either side of the
zirconia grains marked at L and M are broadly sim-
ilar to those described previously for the ‘pure’ alu-
mina, and for this reason are not described in detail
again. The bright field image in Fig. 8b further under-
lines the similarity between the implanted alumina and
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implanted alumina grains in the ZTA, by the formation
of a broad band of amorphous material at N, which is
capped by the layer of relatively fine grains marked at O.
Fig. 8b also demonstrates the formation of a fine crack
in the alumina grain lying just to the side of the zirconia
marked at Q. The latter was found to be tetragonal, and
there is thus no evidence that the formation of the crack
was initiated by the volume changes associated with
a tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation [44]. Unlike
previous investigations in which such a transformation
has been found to be promoted by either thermal treat-
ments [6] or an applied stress [45], any compressive
stresses generated within the near-surface regions of the
sample during ion implantation are apparently not high
enough for this to have occurred. Stress does however
appear to have played some role in the microstructural
development of the surface of the ZTA given the ap-
pearance of the dislocation array in the alumina grain
marked at R in Fig. 8b.

Fig. 8c is a bright field image which partially demon-
strates the formation of bands within the zirconia (as at
S) in ways that are generally similar to those described
above for the ‘pure’ zirconia based sample. Here, the
zirconia grain lies beneath a 40 nm band of material
marked at T and in this way it would appear that the
zirconia did not extend to the very upper surface of the
sample given that we are seeing a thin capping layer
of fine grained alumina. In this context, it is interesting
to find that the alumina (at U) lying immediately be-
neath the zirconia grain (at V in Fig. 8d) is of low defect
content by comparison with the region lying to its side
(at W). This observation is significant because the zirco-
nia would appear to be able to ‘absorb’ some of the ap-
plied stresses, so increasing the overall apparent tough-
ness of the composite. The near-surface modification of
the ZTA brought about by carbon implantation is clearly
highly dependent on the identity of those grains lying
at its very upper surface, although the microstructural
changes themselves are very similar indeed to those
seen in two non-composite materials. There is, however,
some additional synergism in the effects of the alumina
and zirconia within the ZTA and this too is reflected
in some of the observed near-surface microstructures,
i.e., cracking of alumina adjacent to zirconia grains, see
Fig. 8b.

4. Conclusions
The effects of carbon ion implantation on the surface
microstructure of biomedical grade ZTA have been in-
vestigated using TEM in relation to the influence of
implantation on ‘pure’ alumina and zirconia and the
consequence of combining these ceramics. It has been
found that for any given carbon ion dose used in this
study (5 × 1016 to 1017 C ions/cm2), the near-surface
hardness of alumina falls with decreasing penetration
depth and that this reduction in hardness increases
with increasing ion dose. From this study, it was been
found that this reduction in hardness was directly re-
lated to the thickness of the ion damaged near-surface
layer which was found to increase with increasing ion
dosage. By comparison of TEM results against TRIM
simulations, it was found that the depths at which the

near-surface hardness was modified due to implanta-
tion corresponded directly to those depths at which
TRIM predicted for the implanted carbon distribution.
Thus, high-dose carbon ion implantation (5 × 1017

C ions/cm2) of alumina resulted in the formation of
an amorphous, near-surface layer which extended to a
depth of approximately 225 nm beneath the surface.

The formation of such an amorphous layer was also
found to occur in the surface zirconia grains (using the
same carbon ion dose) to a depth of approximately
220 nm beneath the implanted surface. No evidence
of tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation in the ZTA
after implantation was detected. Implantation of zirco-
nia using an ion dose of 5 × 1017 C ions/cm2 produced
a partially amorphous surface layer with remnants of
the original crystalline structure still being visible. The
near-surface hardness of zirconia was found to increase
with increasing carbon ion dosage to a dose of 2.5×1017

C ions/cm2 before decreasing with further increases in
the ion dose. This decrease for the higher ion doses can
be related to the formation of ion-induced damage to the
near-surface and a resultant softening of this damaged
layer.

The experiments presented in this research for alu-
mina and zirconia were necessary to describe the inter-
action between these two ceramics when combined in
ZTA as well as the influence of carbon implantation on
this material. TEM analysis of the ZTA near-surface
displayed the inherently tougher zirconia apparently
‘absorbing’ any ion-induced stresses, whilst the more
brittle nature of alumina was revealed by the formation
of fine cracks and the presence of dislocations in an at-
tempt to relieve such stresses. It was observed that the
carbon implanted near-surface microstructure, i.e. ion
depth and distribution of the carbon ions in ZTA resem-
bled that of both its constituent materials, depending on
the composition of the surface grain examined.
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